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0. Introduction 
In chapter 1 of this paper we give a definition of connection generalising 
the notion of infinitesimal connection in differentiable fibre bundles (see 
[l] for this notion). The latter can be considered as a special lifting of 
the rectifiable paths of the base space. Our definition relates to a continuous 
map p : E + B and depends on the choice of a family P of paths of B, 
which is required to be complete with respect to certain operations, such 
as taking the product of two paths and changing the parameter. Such 
a family is called a good family of paths in B (see Definition 1). 
The spaces B have base points noted * and are required to satisfy some 
conditions of local contractibility (see ch. 1 and 4). These enable us to 
prove the local triviality of the map p : E -+ B in case it admits a con- 
nection (Theorem 2) and the existence of a connection in any locally 
trivial fibre bundle over B (Theorem 9). 
To each good family P we associate an H-space PM and to each P- 
connection C we associate a structure of P**-space in the fibre El =p-l(k). 
Theorems 1 and 3 show that there is an equivalence between the category 
of bundles over B endowed with connections and the category of PM- 
spaces. 
In chapters 2, 3 we associate functorially with each pair (B, P) con- 
sisting of a space B and a good family P of paths of B a pair of compact - 
groups (CPM 1 P**) and a map j(B, P) : B -+ M(B, P) =CP**/P** so that 
all fibre bundles over B, with compact Lie groups as structure groups, 
are induced by j(B, P) from the associated fibre bundles of the principal 
bundle (P** -+ CP** -+ M(B, P)). Moreover, if 6 is such an associated 
bundle, then 5 is trivial if and only if j*l is trivial and this happens when 
5 is associated to a representation of P** which extends to a representation 
of CP**. 
In chapter 4 we study special connections, corresponding to the cases 
when B is a simplicial complex, a differentiable manifold or a complex 
analytic manifold. In each of these cases there is a canonical good family 
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of paths. In the complex analytic case we divide the corresponding H- 
space P** into certain equivalence classes, which form a group Pee. The 
representations of this group give all analytic connections in all analytic 
bundles over B (Theorem 10). 
Finally, in chapter 5 we show that the functor (B, P) + (j(B, P), 
M( B, P)) generalises the construction of the Jacobian variety of a compact 
Riemann surface. 
It is a great pleasure for me to thank Professor N. H. Kuiper for his 
interest and help during the preparation of this paper. 
1. Connections in a bundle. 
We shall consider continuous maps p : E + B, for which B is a pointed 
space, with the base point noted * and B has the property that each 
point x E B admits a neighbourhood U, which is contractible in B to 
the base point (not necessarily in U, itself). Such spaces are called weakly 
locally contractible by Raymond [a]. 
Definition 1. A good family of paths in B is a family of paths 
P= (f : I --f B}, I= [0, 11, with the following properties: 
1. If fl, fz E P and fl(l)=fz(O), then the path 
fl(2t) if t E LO, *I 
f1 fz ’ t + (f2(2t- 1), if t E [g, 11 
also belongs to P. 
2. IffEPandif$:I + I is a piecewise linear continuous map, then 
fO4EP. 
3. For each point x E B there is an open set U containing x and a 
continuous map 
h:UxI-+B 
such that 
x E u+ l&(x, O)=*, h(x, 1)=x. 
The path t -+ h(z, t) will be denoted by hz. 
Remark that condition 2 implies that if f E P then the paths 
fO:t-+f(i), fl:t-+f($) and f:t-+f(l-t) 
also belong to P, and conditions 2, 3 imply that for each point x E B, 
the constant path 
&s:I+x 
belongs to P. 
If P is a good family of paths of B, P will be considered as a topological 
space, with the topology induced by the compact-open topology of BI. 
By P(p) we mean the subspace of the topological space E x P, consisting 
of all pairs (y, f) with f E P and y E p-l(f(0)). 
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De fini t ion 2. A P-connection of the map p is a continuous function 
C : P(p) + EI 
satisfying the following conditions : 
1. (Y? f) E P(P) - C(Y, f)(O) =Y, P 0 C(Y, f) =f 
2. If 4 : 1 --f 1 is a continuous piecewise linear map, (y, f) E P(5) and 
y’=C(y, /)(4(O)), then we have 
C(YP f) 0 4 =C(Y’7 f 0 4). 
Remark that conditions 1,2 imply the following properties for any 
y; f) 6 P(p): 
C(YY f”) =C(Y, f)” 
(2) C(Y’, PI =C(y’, f)l, (Y’=C(Y, f)(+i)) 
/\ 
(3) ~(Y”J)=~(Y, f), (Y”=C(Y, f)(l)) 
(4) if f is constant, then C(y, f) is also constant. 
For a good family of paths P of B, we consider the following subspaces 
of the topological space P: 
(5) 
P*=(f E Plf(O)=*) 
P**={f E Plf(O)=f(l)=*). 
P** is a H-space continuously acting on P* under the usual composition 
law 
(w a --f ml, cr) E PW, iz E P*. 
Notation. If C is a P-connection of p, and if f E P, we note by Cf 
the map 
Q, : &co, -+ Em 
which sends each y E Efco, into the point C(y, f) (1). The continuity of C 
and the properties (l), (2), (3) above show that Cf is bijective and a 
homeomorphism and that for each f E P we have 
(6) c~=cflocfu, cj =c,-1. 
In particular, the map f --f Cf defines a continuous action of the H- 
space PM on the fibre E*=p-l(e), by 
(Y, WI + CoJ(Y/) =Y/“* 
We have for each triple (y, ~1, wa) E E* x PW x Pee, 
(yw)co2=y(~1w2), (y&)w=y. 
We can therefore state 
Theorem 1. A P-connection of the map p tumzs the fibre E* into a 
right Pee-space. 
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Definition 3. The action of P** in E* will be called the C-holonomy 
action of PM on E* and the corresponding map of PM into the group 
T* of homeomorphic bijections of E* will be called the C-holonomy repre- 
sentation of PH. The image of P ** in T* under C is called the ?wlonomy 
group of the connection C. 
Theorem 2. If a map p admits a P-connection, then p is locally trivial 
and hence t= (E, p, B) is a fibre bundle. 
Pro of. Choose an open covering { UJ, cA of B, consisting of sets U, 
which are contractible in B to * along paths in P. For each LX E A we 
then have a continuous map 
ha : U, x I -+ B; h&z, t) =h;(t), 
hg E P, h;(O)=*, hz,(l)=z 
Then we can define a trivialisation lya of 51 U,: 
Y E P-VU&) =+ Y,(Y) = (P(Y), C(YJ ftW)) E UC% x E*. 
We obtain in this way an atlas {v#} of 5, with transition functions 
t a5 : U, n U, -+ T* 
(7) t a/3 : z -+ G.B.zl, where [IX, /?, x] is the path hzh$. 
Of course, if y E p-1( U, n U,), x=p(y) and if we put 
Y’=%(Y)? Y”=Ys(Yh 
then we have y =C(y’, hZ,)( 1) and 
y”=C(y, &,, (1) =C(Y’> h”,b) =C~.B.~,(Y’). 
Definition 4. A triple r,~ = (5, P, C) is called a geometric bundle. A 
geometric bundle has a total space E, a projection p, a pointed base 
space B, a good family of paths in B and a P-connection C. A morphism 
of geometric bundles 7 = (t, P, C), q’ = (E’, P’, C’) is a bundle map (ii, h) : 
5 -+ 5’ such that: 
(i) fEP=+hofEP’ 
(ii) (Y, f) E P(P) * i 0 C(y, f) =C’@(y), h 0 f). 
With this definition, we obtain the category GB of geometric bundles. 
We also have the category &S of pairs (B, P), where P is a good family 
of paths of B. 
For each geometric bundle q= (E, P, C) = (E, p, B, P, C), and each 
morphism q : (B’, P’) -+ (B, P) in B, the inverse image 7’ = h-17 is 7’ = 
= (E’, P’, C’) with E’ = h-15 and the P’-connection C’ defined by the 
formula 
(8) C’(Y’, f’)(t) = (f’(t), C(Y, h 0 f’)(t)), 
where f’ E P’ and y’ = (x’, y) E B’ x E are related by the conditions 
f’(0) =z’, IL@‘) =p(y). 
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Remark. On each differentiable bundle one can construct a P- 
connection, if we take for P the set of all paths of the base space, using 
an infinitesimal connection in the bundle and a suitable retraction of P 
on the space of piecewise geodesic paths of the base space, endowed with 
a Riemannian structure (see [6] and [7]). It follows that in each vector 
bundle which is induced by a classifying map of the basespace into a 
Grassmann manifold there exist connections. 
We now prove a converse of Theorem 1. 
Theorem 3. Let (B, P) be an object of the category B and let Y be a 
topological right Pee-space, (with continuous action of PH on Y). Then there 
is a geometric bundle q = (6, P, C) over B, uniquely defined up to isomorphism, 
such that the P**-space Y is isomorphic to the Pet-space E+ of q. 
Proof. Choose {U,}, l R and {h,}, EA as in the proof of Theorem 1 
and define 6 glueing the spaces Y x U, by means of the transition functions 
gas: Yx(U,n U,>-+Y 
defined in terms of the given action of PM on Y by the formula 
(9) 
Since 
(9’) 
g&l, 4 =y(hz,fL?i)- 
(Y, 4 -+ kLs(Y, X),X) 
are homeomorphisms, we get a locally trivial bundle 5, having as total 
space E the quotient space of the disjoint sum b= (J (Y x U,) by the 
identification (9’). Let p : E -+ B be the canonical projection and let 
[y, x] stand for the equivalence class of (y, 2) E Y x U, in E. We have 
p[y,x]=x. W e d fi e ne the P-connection C in 5, considering first only paths 
f E P whose images are contained each in at least one set U,. For 
f : I -+ U,, x= f(0) and (y, x) E Y x U,, the action of PH on Y defines a 
(Pi U,)-connection C, in 51 U, 
(10) C.~([Y/, 21, f)(t)=(y(h~.ft.~~,cl’), f(t)) 
where ft is the path 
If f : I -+ U, n U,, it is easy to verify that 
Ca([Y, xl, f)=q9([?/, xl, f), 
so that C, and C, agree over U, n U,. As each path of P is a finite product 
of paths contained each in a U,, we can extend the functions C, to a 
unique continuous map C : P(p) + EI, which is a P-connection in [. 
Suppose now that the base point * is contained in UaO and denote by w 
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the path hi0 E PH. Then applying the formula (10) to the case f E P**, 
x= *, we obtain 
Qf[Y, *l=C([Y, *I, f)(l)= I?./(449 *I7 
thus 
c&/4 *I= [Y/4 *I, 
and it follows that the P**-spaces Y and E* are isomorphic under the 
composition of maps 
If 7’ = (E’, p’, B, P, C’) is any geometric bundle with the P**-space 
Ei=p’-I(*) isomorphic to the P**-space Y, we define a morphism 
(h h) : 7 + 7’9 
by means of an isomorphism of P**-spaces 
in the following way: for [y, x] E E, with (y, x) E Y x U,, consider the 
composite map 
(11) kx : [Y, 21 -+ (YW w + k$(Y4, %3 -+ CL(4(Y@4), 
where Ci,, =C;, for f=h:. 
It is not difficult to see that h, and $ agree over U, n U, and that 
the map ii : E + E’ so obtained, is an isomorphism of geometric bundles. 
Definition 5. A geometric vector bundle is a geometric bundle 
(E, p, B, P, C), together with a structure of vector space on E*, such 
that the C-holonomy action of Pt* in E* is given by linear automorphisms. 
In this case, each fibre ES admits a unique vector space structure such 
that for each f E P, the map Cf : E,(O) -+ El(l) is a linear map of vector 
spaces. 
If the vector bundle 5 = (E, p, B) is trivial over the open set U C B 
and if 
y:p-l(U)+ UxR” 
is a trivialisation constructed with a contraction h : U x I + B of U to 
the base point *, then the P-connection C associates with every path 
f E P n UI a linear map 
Ch(f) =Cht(~)j$tw : E* + E* 
with the symbol ft as in (10) we define a path en(f) : I --t GL(n, R), by 
cn(f&)=Qn(ft). 
Definition 6. The P-connection C is said to be P’-smooth, for a 
subset P’ C P, if: 
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(i) For each f E P’, there is a contraction h : U x I + B of an open 
neighbourhood U of f(1) to *, such that s(f) has a tangent vector for 
each t E I. 
(ii) The map 
hb: (f, t) -&$, 
with values in the Lie algebra GL(n, R) of Gh(n,, R), is continuous on 
(P’ n uq x I. 
(iii) For each f E P we can find a subdivision s = (SO = 1 , 81, . . . , sp = 1) 
of I, such that each path ft, (i= 1, . . . . p) given by 
belongs to P’. 
Jt is easy to show that a P’-smooth connection is completely determined 
by the functions &,a corresponding to an open covering {U&} of B. 
We will say that a linear representation Q of P** is P’-smooth when the 
P-connection defined by e is P’-smooth. For a non trivial vector bundle 
5, we will say that e : PM --f GL(n, R) is P’-smooth when all the restrictions 
CIU, of the connection C defined by e over the sets U,, of a covering as 
in the proof of Theorem 2, are P’-smooth. 
2. The generalised Lie group Q associated with a H-space 52. 
Definition 7. Let D be a H-space with multiplication (fl, fz) + fl fz 
and inverse map f +f. A (linear) representation of Q is a map 
e : Q + GL(n, k), (k=R or C) 
which is continuous, has relatively compact image and satisfies moreover 
the conditions 
e(kf2) =e(fd 0 e(f& e(P) =e(f)-l. 
Such representations will also be called unitary representations, the reason 
being quite clear. 
Let R& be the set of all linear representations of Q, (k fixed) and let 
for e E R&J, G, be the compact Lie group e(Q). 
In R&2 we introduce a relation of order, writing e>e’ whenever we 
can find a continuous epimorphism @, : G, -+ G,, such that e’ =/$, o e. 
If it exists then h$ is unique, since it is well defined on e(f2) by 
&I@) = e’ 0 e-l 
and since e(Q) is dense in G,. 
For eaah pair (el, ez) E RJJ~ x &kSZ we can find at least one element e 
so that e >ei and e >QZ, Indeed, we can take 
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and taking for h&, I$, the restrictions of the two projections of Gel x G,, 
on Q(Q). We shall say that Q is the Whitney sum of the representations 
e1, @. 
We have thus defined an inverse family of compact Lie groups F&= 
= {G,, I$,}. Let fi be its limit. This limit is the same for k=R as for k =C. 
We have therefore 
e 
~2 is thus a topological compact group, with a canonical projection 
pp : D --f G, for each Q E RQ. The H-space ~2 has a continuous homo- 
morphism i into R, given by 
j(w) = l?@ e(o) E D for w E 8. 
The homomorphism j is in general neither a monomorphism nor an 
epimorphism. But we have 
Theorem 4. i(Q) is dense in 0. 
Proof. We have to show that each non-void open subset U of 0 
contains at least one point of i(Q). Let g=(gJ be a point of U. There 
is a finite set {U,,, . . . . UQx} of open subsets in k groups GQl, . .., GQ, of 
the family F, such that 
g=(g,) E U0=p;l (UI) np;l (U2) n . . . np;l(Ud C U. 
Consider the representation 
@ =(el, . . . . e~):!2--+G,,x...xG,, 
and consider the projections qt =h,i : G; --+ GQf, i = 1, . . . , k. 
We have pQ, = qr o p; and hence 
Uo=pi’ [qi’(Ul) n . . . n q;l(UJ]. 
From g E UO we get gpt E Ut, thus 
(g,,, -s-3 g,,) E vO=qil(uJ n . . . n q;YU& 
But g(Q) is dense in G;, so we can find in the open set Vc a point from 
c(Q), say e(w), o E 9. For CO we have 
and therefore 
p&b)) = es(o) = Pi@ (0)) E: US 
j(w) E uo c u. 
Recall that each linear representation of finite degree of a compact 
group is determined, up to equivalence, by its character function [2] and 
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remark that each unitary representation of finite degree of Q can be 
factorised through 0. These facts give 
Theorem 5. If ~1, ~2 are two unitary representations of the H-space Q, 
of finite degrees, and with equal characters: ch ,ol =ch ~2, then ~1, ~2 are 
equivalent. 
Proof. We have the commutative diagrams 
which give, since ch el= ch ~2 
(ch P&IQ) = (ch PJW). 
Since ch p,$ are continuous and j(Q) is dense in 0, we have ch pQ1 = ch p,,, 
thus pQ1, pQa are equivalent and then ~1, ea are also equivalent. 
Comparing with Theorem 3, we get 
Theorem 6. Given (B, P) E l3, each geometric vector bundle (E, p, B, 
P, C) with unitary holonomy groups is defined, up to isomorphism, by the 
character of its holonomy representation. 
3. Application to K-theory. 
For an object p= (B, P) E B, we define the cone Ct3= (CB, CP), where 
CB is the cone over B: 
CB= B x I/(B x (0)) u (* x I) 
and CP is the smallest good family of paths of CB which contains the 
paths of the two types (basic and radial type) 
(12) tf : t -+ (f(t), t) E CB, for f E P, t E I 
(13) g,:t+(x,t)ECB, for XEB. 
The base point of CB is (*, 0). We identify B with the base of CB, 
by means of the map x -+ (x, 1). 
From now on we suppose that B is a space for which every vector fibre 
bundle E over B admits a stable inverse, that is a vector fibre bundle [’ 
such that E @ 5’ is trivial. 
Recall that a fibre vector bundle over B is trivial if and only if it 
is the restriction to B of a vector fibre bundle over CB. 
In the trivial vector bundle E = B x Rn, a P-connection C is determined 
by a map 
c: P-+GL(n, R) 
7 Indagationes 
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related to C by the relation 
(14 Cf(fP), u)= (f(l), dfk)> (u E Rn, f E P). 
Suppose that C is P’-smooth, for a subset P’ C P. Then for each f E P’ 
the following pathC(f) of GL(n, R), the Lie algebra of GL(n, R), is defined: 
(15) C(f):t+dyfEGL(n R) - at ” 
where yf is the following path of GL(n, R) : 
(16) 
f(s), if s<t 
Yf* ” +c(ft)sft(s)= (f(t), ifsat. 
We now prove 
Theorem 7. Any P’-smooth P-connection C (P’ C P), in a trivial vector 
bund,le E= B x Rn, is extendable over CB, in the trivial extension CB x Rn 
of E over CB. 
Proof. We define a homotopy of the connection C, considering the 
family of P-connections C,, w hich are P’-smooth and having for each 
f EP’, with the notation of (15), 
cJs(f) @)=s$, 8 E P, 11. 
For s = 0 we get a trivial connection. Then we can define a CP-connection 
.P in CB x Rn by the relations 
(17) r(((x, t>, 4; zfKt) = ((f(t), r>, ~2 E CB x Rn, 
(where z=f(O) and (f(t), u;)=C,(Z, u)(t) and zf is a path (12) of basic type) 
and 
(18) JT((X> (9, u); gz)(t) = (<x9 0, u), 
(2) being the path (13) of radial type. 
It is obvious that the Whitney sum of two P’-smooth representations 
is again a P’-smooth representation. 
Suppose now that the triple (B, P, P’) is such that each vector fibre 
bundle over B admits at least one P’-smooth P-connection. (This is the 
case for instance when B is a Cl-manifold, P’ is the family of smooth 
paths of B and P is the set of piecewise smooth paths of B). We shall 
consider only P’smooth representations of PM and CP’-smooth repre- 
sentations of (CP)** and design by PM, (CP)** the corresponding projective 
limits. 
Theorem 8. The compact group PM is isomorphic to a subgroup of 
the. wmfpact group (CP)**. 
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Proof. Consider the diagram 
(19) 
P 
i 
** ) (W** 
1 
i 
I 
*I 
1 
P,, -----5---,-(CP),, 
where i is defined by the inclusion 
of B in CB and j, j’ are homomorphisms of H-spaces into their associated 
compact groups, as defined above, and k is to be de&red. The existence 
of stable vector bundle inverses on B implies that for each representation 
we can find a second representation ,or E RPw, such that 5 = (e, er) defines 
a trivial bundle over B. Theorem 7 shows that c is the restriction on P** 
of a representation e’ E R(CP)**. So for each element e E RPw we can 
find at least one element e’ E R(CP)** such that the s&are 
P ** 
(20) e 
i 
B(fw** 
e’ 
h 
Se, = (e’ o i) (P,,) =G; CG,t 
is commutative for a suitable homomorphism h. 
Now let UJ E P** be an element of ker (i’ o i). For each e’ E R(CP)** 
we have then (e’ o i)(o) = 1. The commutativity of (20) shows that we 
have e(w) = 1 for every e E RP**. Thus cr) E ker i and we proved that 
ker (i’ o i) C ker j. 
This defines the restriction k’ of E (in (19)) on I. We must prove 
that k’ is continuous. For each e’ E R(CP)**, consider the compact group 
HP, = (e’ o i)(P**) C G,,; 
{H,,} is an admissible family of subgroups of the inverse family 
I%, h~:}mtwnw~ in the sense that h$(HQl,) = HP,,. 
Thus there is a well defined subgroup H= lim {H,,) of (CP)** and for + 
4’ 
each e’ E R(CP)** we have a projection 6’ : PM --f H,,, such that H,, = 
=e”(P**). 
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So we have 
6’ E RP,,,H,,=G> 
and, as easily shown, 
Ib;; = ht; 1 HP,, . 
This also defines a continuous epimorphism 
k: p** + HP k&J + (gphmwP~** 
which is just Ic of (12), since H is a subgroup of (CP)**. We now only 
need to show that k is injective. Let (ge) be an element of P**, and suppose 
that (g,)# 1 E P**. Then, at least for one index Q E RP**, we have g,# 1. 
Consider the square (20) and the group HQ, = (Q’ o i)(P**) =G; = G? C G,,. 
Since h is an epimorphism, we can find g’ E H,, so that h(g’) =ge. Then 
g’# 1 E G,, and it follows that k((g,)) = (gQ,)Q,ER(CP)*r f 1. So k is a bijection. 
Since k is continuous, PM is compact and H is Hausdorff, Ic is an iso- 
morphism. The proof is now complete. 
Let R = RPM and R’ = R(CP)** be the Grothendick representation rings 
of the semi-rings of the P-smooth representations of P** and CP-smooth 
representations of (CP) ** and consider the corresponding compact groups 
P**, (CP)**. The injection 
q : P** 3 (CP)** 
defines a ring homomorphism 
q* : R’ + R. 
For the real or complex K-theory, we have a (ring) homomorphism 
R _“, K(B). 
There is a natural inclusion 
B ) (yY** 
** 
which is defined when we associate with each point x E B the conjugary 
class of the paths of CB of the form g& where gz is the path (13) and 
f E {f E PifuN = *9 f(l) =4. 
We also have a map 
** (W** ; (QP) 
P ** L 
induced by j and thus we have a continuous map 
l:B+~=iH(B,P) 
L 
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of B into the homogeneous compact space M( B, P), depending functorially 
on the hair (B, P). 
With each linear representation 
Q:P ** -+ U(n) 
is associated a unitary vector bundle g over M. 
We can now state: 
Corollary 1. There is an exact sequence 
R f%R-“-tR(B) -+ 0. 
Corollary 2. I*$ is isomorphic to the vector bzcndle over B defined by 
the representation 
coj:P**-+ U(n). 
Proof of Corollary 1. The groups G=P** and G’=(CP)** are the 
projective limits corresponding to the P’-smooth and CP’-smooth unitary 
representations of P** and CP**. On the other hand R is defined (see 2) 
as the set of stable equivalence classes [XI, ~a] of pairs (xl, ~2) of characters 
of P**, two pairs (xl, x2), (XI’, ~2’) being considered equivalent whenever 
we can find characters x, x’ of Pee such that 
and the operations of R are given by the formulae 
[Xl, x21 + [Xl', x2’]= [Xl + Xl’, x2 + x2’1 
[Xl, XZl[Xl', x2’]= [XlXl'fX2X2'> xlx2’+x2x1’1* 
Finally, if x1, ~2 are the characters of the unitary representations ~1, es 
of P**, then oc[xr, x2] is defined as the difference in l?!(B) of the stable 
bundles (“1, 5”, corresponding to the bundles &, 52 determined by el and ,os: 
@[Xl, x21=561-& 
Suppose that for an element [XI, ~23 E R we have 
ah, x21=581-&=0 EK(B). 
This means that there exist a bundle 77 and two trivial bundles @I, 8% 
over B such that 
(21) fj 0 tl=eml, 7 0 t2=ema. 
Let Q denote a representation of Pw, defining a P-connection in the 
bundle 7. Theorem 7 says that the representations 
el@e and ez@e 
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of PW extend to unitary representations 91’ and ~2’ of (CP)**. In this 
case, if xi’, x2’, x are the characters of ei’, ~a’, ,o, then 
q*[xl’, xz’l= [x1+x, x2 +x1= [Xl, x21. 
So the relation or [xi, x.4 = 0 is equivalent to the relation [xl, x2] E image 
of q* and the exactness in R of the sequence in corollary 1 is proved. 
The exactness in x(B) is a consequence of the hypothesis preceding 
Theorem 8. 
Remark 1. We define the reduced suspension C(B, P) = (ZB, L’P) of 
the pair (B, P) as the union of two copies of the cone C( B, P) = (CB, CP) 
with the bases identified: 
am= (CB x (1, ~})/Kx, I>, 1) - (Cc I>, 21, 
CP= the smallest good family of paths of ZB, containing all the paths 
4 x (l}, 4 x (21, (4 E CP). Then the sequence of Corollary 1 can be com- 
pleted to a longer exact sequence, namely 
(21’) 0 + R(CP),, AR(CP),, 2 R(CP),, 5 RP,. A&B) + 0 
where i, j are defined as follows: 
1) A geometric bundle /?= (E, p, CB, CP, 6) over CB determines a 
unique geometric bundle B’ = (E’, p’, ZB, ZP, 6’) over ZB, such that 
B=fip’, where OL = 1, 2 and fa : CB +- .ZB are the two natural inclusions 
of CB into .ZB: 
fd+, 9) = (&0,4 E -J=, (a= 1, 2). 
Then for Q E RCP** we define i(9) to be the holonomy representation 
of the ZP-connection 6’. 
2) A geometric bundle /3’ over ZB determines two geometric bundles 
&= fl/Y over CB. If e’, ~1, ~2 are the holonomy representations of the 
connections of /?‘, pi, /?a, then we define i(e’) to be er -es in RCP**. 
Remark 2. Since the H-spaces (CP)**, (CP)**, (ZP)** admit con- 
tinuous homomorphisms into the projective limits of the corresponding 
unitary representations, the representation rings of the sequence (21’) 
can be replaced by the rings R(CP)**, R(L’P)**, RF** respectively. Then 
we obtain an exact sequence of representation rings of compact groups, 
terminating with an epimorphism onto l?(B) : 
Proof of Corollary 2. The vector bundle associated with therepre- 
sentation e is defined by transition functions (9), where the PM-structure 
of the fibre is obtained by restricting @ to PM. 
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In order to obtain the transition functions of l*[, with respect to the 
ssme open covering {U,), l A of B, in (9), we recall that the total space 
i? of $ is defined as the quotient space of 
(CT)** x C” 
modulo the equivalence relation 
(co’, u) - (W’OJ, uw) 
(w’ E (CP).., Co E R*, u E 0). 
Let [CO’, U] be the equivalence class of (CO’, u). 
Then the total space of l*g= (E, p, B) is the subspace E of B x E 
consisting of all pairs (x, [o’, u]) having l(s) =o’P** E 2K. But we have 
BxS= u (U,xE) 
CSEA 
and for II: E U, we can write, using the homomorphism j’ of (19), 
1(2)=j’(g&)F**. 
Then we obtain a trivialisation of l*g over U, 
defined by 
?/la : p-y U,) + u, x Cn 
y:'(x, u)=(x, [j'(gz.fL2a), u]) E E for x E U,, u ECU. 
If x E U, n U, and if 
we obtain 
Y&, 4 =wflb u’), 
but the first member of the last formula equals 
iImJ&~z~,, ~vc@I = [i’(g& m$f)l 
and we get the same transition functions as in (9) : 
d = u(hg$). 
(To be cmtinued) 
